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This paper examines the need for modern approaches to authentication. It also looks at the role of 
SecureAuth in this strategically important market. 

Yesterday's Authentication No Longer Enough 

Identification of the weakness of passwords is clearly not new. Awareness of the problem predates 

Y2K. In fact, in August 2001, the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) guided 

banks offering Internet-based financial services to use "enhanced authentication" and advocated (and 

defined) multifactor authentication (MFA).  

Two-factor authentication (2FA) and MFA methodologies involve two or three basic "factors": 

 Something the user knows (e.g., password, PIN) 

 Something the user has (e.g., ATM card, smart card, smartphone, token) 

 Something the user is (e.g., biometric characteristic, such as a fingerprint) 

2FA and MFA are certainly significant improvements over the use of passwords for authentication. 

However, the definitions of 2FA and MFA were born in a different "day" and are based upon 

technology and approaches that are 20 years old. 

Modern Authentication 

Technology has changed. Connectivity has been dramatically improved. Mobility and cloud have 

significantly increased the number of use cases for authentication. So too, our definition of and 

expectations for authentication also need to change. Technology buyers are strongly encouraged to look 

beyond the 2FA and MFA standard for strong authentication and instead consider a modern approach.  

Modern authentication has four primary characteristics: 

 A modern user experience  

 Authentication appropriate to the risk mitigated  

 Solution 

 Invisible authentication whenever possible  
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Modern User Experience 

Today's users have a higher user experience expectation than in the past. Devices such as the 

iPhone changed the belief that technology has to be complicated to be sophisticated. From the 

perspective of the organization deploying modern authentication, a solution must fit multiple 

authentication workflows. The technology fits the business — not the other way around! 

Modern authentication begins with the fundamental premise of choice, strengthening authentication and 

not "counting factors." Today, authentication options abound, creating a spectrum of options between a 

very insecure password and a secure one-time passcode (OTP) token. User experience is about 

leveraging this new spectrum of technology and context to take that burden back from the end user.  

Thus, end users are empowered to participate. Choice of challenges must be a fundamental 

component. Authenticators and/or authentication methods should include: 

 Biometrics, including fingerprint, face recognition, voice, iris, palm, eye vein, palm, and retina 

 Physical cards or tokens, including common access card, OTP token, Bluetooth tokens, and PIV cards 

 Device recognition, including certificates 

 OATH tokens 

 OTP, including email, SMS, and telephony 

 Push notification, including multiple-party authorization 

 USB tokens 

 Knowledge-based methods, including passwords, grid authentication, and PIN codes 

Authentication Appropriate to the Risk Mitigated 

Authentication has been thought of as a binary event (authenticated versus not authenticated) for far 

too long. Once authenticated, a user seemingly has unfettered access, regardless of resource or 

network location.  

Modern authentication views authentication not as a binary event but as a risk score. The activity that 

a user is performing has a measured level of risk. In this context, risk is essentially the product of the 

likelihood something will happen and the impact if it does. The risk mitigated from the cumulative 

authentication challenges must sum to offset that amount of risk. The National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) is now using the word "assurance" in this context. As stated earlier, the key 

issue is to consider the risk to be mitigated and then apply authentication challenges in layers to 

appropriately mitigate that risk: 

∑Risk mitigation by authentication challenges = (Probability of compromise) x (impact) 

It is important to acknowledge and identify that risk is not static; it is dynamic and changes throughout 

a user's session. For example, if an online banking customer wants to view banking activity and 

balances, a certain amount of risk will be associated with that activity. Transferring money or paying 

bills will have a higher level of risk that will require mitigation. If the amount of money to transfer 

exceeds certain thresholds, there may even be a larger amount of risk to mitigate. Authentication 

challenges need to be dynamic and appropriate to provide a high amount of risk mitigation to  

high-risk activities while not burdening the user with onerous authentication challenges for low risk or 

even benign activities. 
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Solution 

First and foremost, modern authentication solutions need to be appropriately designed, installed, and 

configured to address a particular use case (such as the previously mentioned banking scenario). 

Administration, reporting, installation, and maintenance must be appropriate for the market vertical. 

Healthcare, financial, and government verticals often have very specialized compliance and 

governance requirements. Additionally, the size of the organization is exceptionally relevant. 

Solutions must be highly customizable for enterprise use cases, which tend to have diverse needs, 

and standardized for small and medium-sized businesses, which tend to have staffing challenges.  

Invisible Authentication Whenever Possible 

The same technology that makes authentication use cases challenging also needs to be leveraged to 

make authentication stronger. Risk-based authentication needs to be a fundamental component of 

modern authentication. Risk-based authentication measures attributes of the activity that a user is 

performing and calculates a risk score. Attributes that can be measured include IP address (location 

and reputation), GPS location, device health, and known device attributes. A key component of the 

analysis is comparing current attributes with attributes of the activity during the previous 

authentication session. 

Remember, the goal is strengthening authentication and not "counting factors." The FFIEC later 

clarified its position that multifactor authentication requires the use of solutions from two or more of 

the three categories of basic factors. The goal was to indicate that multiple knowledge-based 

methods (passwords) were insufficient because many banks at the time were implementing a multiple 

password strategy (or other knowledge-based approaches) for compliance. With a robust risk 

analysis solution, organizations may have the confidence to shed the password and improve the 

user's authentication experience in some use cases. 

Considering SecureAuth 

SecureAuth is a modern authentication vendor that offers adaptive access control solutions with an 

emphasis on security and usability. The adaptive authentication solution offers pre-authentication risk 

analysis checks that develop a risk score based on rules set by the organization. Based on the risk score, 

the organization can then choose to handle the assessment with a hard denial, a redirection, a step-up 

authentication requirement, or a pass-through with just a simple password. Such pre-authentication risk 

analysis checks include: 

 Device recognition. Determine whether the device is recognized and associated with a known 

user — can include web browser configuration, language, installed fonts, browser plug-ins, 

device IP address, screen resolution, cookie settings, and time zone and associate this relatively 

unique "device fingerprint" with a specific user. 

 Directory lookup. Check group membership and user attributes; credentials created by 

attackers often lack appropriate group membership and other attributes. 

 Geofencing. Determine whether access requests come from within or outside a geographic 

barrier set by the customer and accordingly treat authentications differently. 

 Geographical location. Determine whether a request is coming from a known good location. 

 Velocity check. Look at whether an improbably travel event has occurred by using the user's 

geolocation and log-in history together. 

 IP reputation. Compare the IP address of an authentication request with known white and black lists. 
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 Threat services. Examine requesting IP addresses in real time across millions of nodes to 

determine if IP is associated with bad actors, anomalous behavior, or blacklisted IP addresses. 

 Phone fraud prevention. Negate the security flaws with one-time passcodes sent via SMS/text 

with the ability to block carrier networks, number class (e.g., virtual, landline, and mobile), and 

mobile phone numbers that are involved in phone porting fraud. 

 User input analysis. Gather keystroke dynamics and cursor movements with a particular user 

on a particular device and stop authentication attempts that fall outside established behavioral 

templates. 

 Known fraud checking. Consider known fraudulent elements from security intelligence 

providers reflected through case markings during risk assessment. 

 Input risk scores. Consume risk scores from identity governance and user and entity behavior 

analytics vendors creating an interconnected security framework. 

The SecureAuth solution, which can be deployed as a software as a service (SaaS), on-premises, 

and/or hybrid model, supports over 25 authentication methods and is configurable to adapt to risk 

mitigation requirements. The solution is compliant with major standards, including Forms Based 

Authentication (FBA), OATH, OAuth, OpenID 2.0, OpenID connect, Proof Key for Code Exchange 

(PKCE), Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service, Representational state transfer, Security 

Assertion Markup Language, WS-Federation, and WS-Trust. In addition, the solution offers SSO 

integrated with over 8,000 internet/cloud applications. 

Challenges 

SecureAuth has a strong focus on authentication. As enterprises look to manage "bring your own device" 

use cases, some competitive providers are offering device management capabilities. Such capabilities 

may include not only detecting compromised devices but also assisting with the remediation. 

Additionally, the platform may differentiate between corporate and employee-owned devices and  

can control access to applications on devices that are formally enrolled. SecureAuth does not  

currently offer this capability, but it can support application-access control via partnerships within the 

Connected Security Alliance.  

Business-to-consumer or business-to-business use cases exist in which digital transaction signing is 

becoming an increasing popular feature. Although SecureAuth provides authentication for securing 

transactions, digital transaction signing is not yet a component of the platform.  

As of the time of this writing, SecureAuth did not support the Fast Identity Online (FIDO) standards, 

although SecureAuth is a member of the alliance. Support for the FIDO U2F and UAF standards is on 

the list of road map items and is expected by the end of calendar year 2017.  

Conclusion 

The definitions for 2FA and MFA were born in a different "day" and are based upon technology and 

approaches that are 20 years old. However, technology has changed. Connectivity has been 

dramatically improved. Mobility and cloud have significantly increased the number of use cases for 

authentication. Thus our definition of and expectations for authentication also need to change. 

Technology buyers are strongly encouraged to look beyond the MFA standard for authentication and 

instead consider a modern authentication approach. 

SecureAuth provides an approach tailored to the needs of modern authentication. As technology buyers 

look to address authentication use cases in their organizations, SecureAuth has an offering to consider.  
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